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EDITORIAL NOTE 

HCoronavirus‐related  sickness  2019  (COVID‐19)  turned  into  a  pandemic  in  February  2020  and  overall  specialists 

attempt to handle the illness with endorsed medications, all things considered, or to create novel mixtures repressing 

viral spreading. Flavonoids, as of now explored as antivirals all in all, likewise may bear exercises explicit for the 

viral specialist causing COVID‐19, SARS‐CoV‐2. Microbial biotechnology and particularly engineered science may 

assist with creating novel flavonoids with antiviral movement. 

Coronavirus‐related sickness 2019 (COVID‐19) turned into a pandemic in February 2020, and overall analysts attempt to 

handle the infection with endorsed medications, all things considered, or to create novel mixtures repressing viral 

spreading. Flavonoids, as of now explored as antivirals all in all, additionally may bear exercises explicit for the viral 

specialist  causing  COVID‐19,  SARS‐CoV‐2.  Microbial  biotechnology  and  particularly  engineered  science  may   assist with 

delivering flavonoids, which are selective plant auxiliary metabolites, at a bigger scope or to be sure to discover 

novel chemically dynamic flavonoids. Here, we survey the best in class in (I) antiviral movement of flavonoids explicit 

for Covid’s and results got from computational investigations, for the most part docking concentrates primarily 

hindering explicit coronaviral proteins like the 3CL (fundamental) protease, the spike protein or the RNA‐dependent 

RNA polymerase. Eventually, we endeavor towards an engineered science pipeline making the quick and custom 

fitted creation of important antiviral flavonoids conceivable by applying the last ideas of division of work through 

co‐cultivation/microbial local area ways to deal with the DBTL (Design, Build, Test, Learn) guideline. 

Microbial biotechnology is fit as a fiddle to lead this second influx of endeavors against COVID‐19 and related 

illnesses. Late advances in frameworks and engineered science have embraced the field of new and phenomenal 

apparatuses which, when joined in iterative pipelines, bring about amazing ways to deal with increment synthetic 

variety and modern creation of bioactive mixtures, like antivirals. For example, iterative‐learning cycles, for example, 

plan fabricate test–learn (DBTL) cycles have been created connecting the various periods of metabolic designing 

fuelled by man-made brainpower (AI),  mechanical stages  and  manufactured  science. These circle stages speed   

up enhancement measures as well as permit a focused on investigation of new compound space towards various 

applications including drug disclosure. 

We imagine, as a paradigmatic illustration of this repositioning, the biotechnological creation of flavonoids. Flavonoids 

are among the most various and broadly appropriated groups of bioactive mixtures in plants, with a few great many 

delegate. Synthetically, flavonoids are portrayed by a 15‐carbon skeleton with two phenyl fragrant rings in addition to a 

sweet-smelling heterocyclic ring (C ring), all changed with at least one remaining gatherings, for example, hydroxy‐ 

(glycosylated or not) or methoxy. Strangely, flavonoid biosynthesis follows a spiral development, in this manner 

advancing a gigantic universe of compound designs in which the hypothetical number by a wide margin surpasses 

the known constructions. Flavonoids are parted into a few subclasses dependent fair and square of replacement 
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and  the  C‐ring  structure:  chalcones,  (for  example,  phloretin);  flavanones,  (for  example,  hesperetin);  flavones,   (for 

example,  luteolin);  flavonols,  (for  example,  quercetin);  flavan‐3‐ols,  (for  example,  epigallocatechin);  isoflavones, 

(for example, genistein); and  anthocyanins,  (for  example,  malvidin).  Perhaps  the  main changes  of  flavonoids  

is the expansion of variable sugar moieties, (for example, rutinose expansion to hesperetin or quercetin, shaping 

hesperidin and rutin, individually), further expanding their primary variety and capacity. This significant gathering 

of  phytochemicals  acquired   interest  because  of  its  health‐promoting  properties,  including  antitumor,   antibacterial, 

antifungal and furthermore antiviral activities. During the most recent decade, different biotechnological endeavors 

have brought about the creation of many flavonoids. The combinatorial idea of flavonoids biosynthesis along with 

cutting‐edge manufactured science approaches permits the likelihood to synthetize novel flavonoids with far and wide 

and still neglected applications and screen these new compound constructions towards added‐value pharmacological 

applications. 


